The Test & Certification teams at ICC Solutions can provide you with a
wealth of experience to assist with all phases of your EMV contact and
contactless testing, including development, QA, validation, certification
and regression testing.
Investing in our services will shorten testing & certification cycles and so
ultimately reduce costs, resulting in a faster time to market with greater
revenue opportunities and an enhanced reputation for delivery.
Our highly-skilled and flexible teams are committed to performing
terminal testing and certifications very efficiently and on time, using
innovative and comprehensive testing environments. ICC Solutions has
over 20 years of experience in EMV. If any issues are identified with the
terminal software during the testing process, these teams have a wealth
of knowledge that they can call upon, to help resolve the issues rapidly
with your development teams.
ICC Solutions has successfully completed a number of testing cycles and
certifications working with terminal vendors, during this activity we have
gained invaluable experience related to the complete testing cycle. We
have been able to identify common "problem areas" meaning that we are
able to focus effort up-front on these areas where issues may arise.
Importantly, we develop good working relationships with our customers
ensuring that communications and status updates constantly flow.
The Test and Certification teams work with the payment brand test plans
on a daily basis and are therefore extremely familiar with all the test
requirements and pass criteria from the payment brands. Additionally,
they have excellent relationships with each of the payment brands which
facilitates rapid resolution to any questions or confusions with regards to
the test plans.
Please contact us to learn how we can help increase your testing
efficiency for EMV contact and contactless implementations.
For more information and for a quotation, please contact us at info@iccsolutions.com.
Please also see our website www.iccsolutions.com

